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Abstract4

Different urban transportation flows (e.g., passenger journeys, freight distribution, and waste man-5

agement) are conventionally handled separately by corresponding single-purpose vehicles (SVs).6

The multi-purpose vehicle (MV) is a novel vehicle concept that can enable the sequential sharing7

of different transportation flows by changing so-called modules, thus theoretically improving the8

efficiency of urban transportation through higher vehicles utilization. In this paper, a variant of9

the Pick-up and Delivery Problem with Time Windows is established to describe the sequential10

sharing problem considering both MVs and SVs with features of multiple depots, partial recharging11

strategies, and fleet sizing. MVs can change their load modules to carry all item types that can12

also be carried by SVs. To solve the routing problem, an adaptive large neighborhood algorithm13

(ALNS) is developed with new problem-specific heuristics. The proposed ALNS is tested on 1514

small-size cases and evaluated using a commercial MIP solver. Results show that the proposed15

algorithm is time-efficient and able to generate robust and high-quality solutions. We investigate16

the performance of the ALNS algorithm by analyzing convergence and selection probabilities of17

the heuristic solution destroy and repair operators. On 15 large-size instances, we compare results18

for pure SV, pure MV, and mixed fleets, showing that the introduction of MVs can allow smaller19

fleet sizes while approximately keeping the same total travel distance as for pure SVs.20

21
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1. Introduction24

The growing urban transportation brings challenges. Taking Stockholm as an example, it25

faces the problem of congestion (Eliasson, 2014) and ensuring reliable transport as the number of26

inhabitants increase (Firth, 2012). At the same time, Sims et al. (2014) pointed out that unless27

transport emissions can be strongly decoupled from GDP growth, the increasing transport activities28

could outweigh all mitigation measures to reduce global transport greenhouse gas emissions. As a29
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potential solution, Savelsbergh and Woensel (2016) and Los et al. (2020) stressed the importance30

of integrated and/or collaborative transportation.31

Transportation demand tends to vary substantially across space as well as over time. The32

demand profiles differ depending on the type of transportation. Figure 1 shows an example of33

unevenly distributed demand of multiple transportation types. Passenger flows peak in the morning34

and evening, while freight is concentrated during daytime and recycling demand is solely distributed35

in the morning.36
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Figure 1: Example demand distribution for passengers, freight and recycling in an urban context.

Passenger, freight, and recycling transportation operations are currently handled by separate37

fleets of vehicles of distinct types. These single-purpose vehicles (SVs) can transport items of only38

one type each. When one kind of demand is low, the utilization of corresponding vehicles becomes39

less efficient as they stand idle or run with lower fill rates, while the vehicle capacity for other40

demand types may be insufficient. Chen and Li (2021) and Liu et al. (2020) discussed similar41

under-utilization of non-modular vehicles. Each kind of SV is specially designed for a specific42

demand type and thus cannot efficiently carry items of other types. For example, vehicles for43

passengers have plenty of seats, which only allow few parcels in the small storage room or on the44

seats. Some vehicles are not able to carry items of any other types (e.g., using vehicles for waste45

to carry people).46

The concept of multi-purpose vehicles (MVs), which can change their load modules at dedicated47

change stations to transport items of multiple types while keeping the drive train and other parts,48

is shown schematically in Figure 2. Given the current rapid development of autonomous vehicles,49

future MVs may be automated (i.e., no drivers). If not, the vehicle cab for drivers should be50

located on the fixed component.51

The overall cost for operating a fleet including MVs are the fixed cost of vehicles, the variable52

cost of the total travel distance, and the module change cost at change stations. MVs enable53

sequential sharing of vehicles, thereby potentially increasing the utilization of vehicles and achieve54

a lower overall cost by fewer vehicles for the fixed cost and more flexible choices of routes for the55

variable cost. In the example in Figure 1, parts of the MV fleet may transport passengers and56

waste, respectively, in the morning peak. Then, MVs can be changed for freight during daytime.57

Before the evening peak the MVs can be changed back to transport people. The MVs utilized for58

recycling in the morning peak can also transport passengers and freight later. As a result, fewer59
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MVs than SVs are potentially required for urban transportation.60
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Figure 2: Schematic concept of Multi-purpose Vehicles

Future urban transportation should be sustainable to cope with the challenges of global warm-61

ing. Great efforts in developing electric vehicles have been devoted to such ambitions. Therefore, we62

assume all vehicles are electric in the future. However, even if electric vehicles are environmentally63

friendly in operation, manufacturing electric vehicles will still cause many emissions. Theoretically,64

higher utilization of MVs can theoretically solve this problem to a certain extent by using fewer65

vehicles.66

From the view of MVs, the module change needs extra distance for visiting a change station.67

Fortunately, if the MVs are electric, this shortcoming will be overcome since increasing the driving68

distance of electric vehicles does not cause excessive emissions. Therefore, electric MVs can enjoy69

more flexible route choices and higher utilization without significantly increasing emissions.70

Although various forms of shared mobility systems are studied widely (see Mourad et al., 2019),71

little research has been devoted to the sequential sharing problem. In a recently published study72

by Hatzenbühler et al. (2022) the authors propose a Pick-up and Delivery Problem with time73

windows and sequential sharing. The authors state that the operation of sequentially sharing MVs74

leads to a reduction of fleet size while the level of service for passengers and freight requests can75

be maintained. We will extend it by introducing the mixed fleet including both SVs and MVs76

to study the transition from the current pure SV fleet to the pure MV fleet or the mixed fleet.77

The performed numerical experiments will fill the aforementioned research gap by enhancing the78

understanding of the impacts of MVs in future urban transportation systems.79

To understand the potential of MVs, there are two important questions: i) What are the most80

suitable vehicle fleet characteristics (i.e., a pure MV fleet or a mixed fleet containing both SVs and81

MVs)? ii) How to plan routes and fleet configurations (i.e., how many vehicles of each type should82

be used)? To answer these questions, an adaptive large neighborhood search (ALNS) algorithm is83

developed which is able to determine the best routes and fleet configurations. We then compare84

the best solutions for pure SV operations, pure MV operations, and operations with mixed fleets.85

The contributions of this study can be summarized as follows:86

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to consider mixed fleets and MVs in the Pick-up87

and Delivery Problem and present the mathematical formulation of the problem.88
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• We integrate the aspects of multiple depots, partial recharging strategies, fleet sizing, and89

mixed fleets including both MVs and SVs.90

• We propose an efficient ALNS algorithm for the proposed problem, which introduces new91

mechanisms to deal with MVs.92

• We validate the performance of the proposed heuristic by comparing its results to the solutions93

from an exact algorithm.94

• We show that the mixed fleet may improve the solutions obtained with pure SVs in scenarios95

with unevenly distributed demand of several types. Both a pure MV fleet and a mixed fleet96

may lead to fewer vehicles while the total travel distance is comparable to a SV fleet.97

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews related work in the98

literature. Section 3 proposes the problem and gives its the mathematical formulation. Section99

4 presents the proposed ALNS algorithm. The results and performance of the ALNS operators100

are displayed in Section 5 followed by discussions. Section 6 contains conclusions, future possible101

applications, and research directions.102

2. Literature Review103

2.1. Pick-up and Delivery Problem with Time Windows104

One variant of the widely studied Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) is the PDPTW. In the105

PDPTW a set of vehicle routes is determined so that a set of transportation requests are served at106

a minimum cost with the given vehicle fleet (Toth and Vigo, 2014). The PDPTW uses a hetero-107

geneous vehicle fleet stationed at multiple depots to satisfy a set of predetermined transportation108

requests. Each request consists of a pick-up location and a delivery location, and a certain number109

of items that should be transported. The pick-up time and delivery time of a request should fall110

in the time windows of both locations. The objective function may include fixed cost of vehicles111

and various variable operational costs (see Desrosiers et al., 1995).112

The Dail-a-Ride Problem (DARP) is a variation of the PDPTW in which the transported113

items are people, and thus focuses more on the quality of service and the convenience of passengers114

(Desrosiers et al., 1995; Doerner and Salazar-González, 2014). For more comprehensive reviews, we115

refer the interested reader to articles about PDPTW (Battarra et al., 2014) and DARP (Doerner116

and Salazar-González, 2014; Cordeau and Laporte, 2007).117

2.2. Combining Different Types of Transportation118

In urban transportation, different types of items move in heterogeneous carriers. Most research119

on combined transportation discusses the combination of two types of items in the same vehicles,120

which can be mainly classified into two categories: single-tiered and two-tiered models.121

In a single-tiered model, vehicles can transport goods and passengers simultaneously to their122

delivery points. Li et al. (2014) introduced a new kind of model called Share-a-Ride problem123

(SARP) based on the Dial-a-Ride problem. In the SARP, goods and passengers are transported124

by taxis in the city.125

As for the two-tiered model, the first tier typically describes a scheduled transportation mode126

such as bus and train, whose spare space can be used to carry goods. In the second tier, smaller127

vehicles transport goods or passengers to their final destinations. Thus, strict synchronization at128

the transfer points of each tier is necessary (Mourad et al., 2019).129
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2.3. Fleet Size and Mixed-fleet Problem130

The Fleet Size and Mixed-fleet (FSM) problem was first proposed by Golden et al. (1984) in a131

VRP study, in which multiple types of vehicles (varying in capacity, range, etc.) are available and132

the size of the fleet is unlimited. Hiermann et al. (2016) introduced the Electric Fleet Size and133

Mix VRP with Time Windows and recharging stations (E-FSMFTW), which considers the choice134

of recharging times and locations.135

2.4. Partial Recharging136

Electric Vehicles (EVs) have developed rapidly in the last decade. However, EVs suffer problems137

like long recharging time and insufficient charging station locations. Thus, the optimization of EVs138

has become an important and timely research topic.139

Conrad and Figliozzi (2011) considered a Recharging Vehicle Routing Problem (GVRP) which140

allows EVs to be recharged at selected customer locations. Erdoğan and Miller-Hooks (2012) pro-141

posed a Green Vehicle Routing Problem and presented a mathematical formulation with recharging142

stations. EVs can be fully recharged at recharging stations in a predefined time. However, time-143

window and capacity constraints are not considered in their problem. Schneider et al. (2014)144

introduced the Electric Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Window and Recharging Stations (E-145

VRPTW) based on the GVRP, in which the recharging time depends on the remaining electricity146

when an EV arrives at a recharging station. Time window and capacity constraints are also consid-147

ered in the proposed E-VRPTW. Grandinetti et al. (2016) discussed Electric Pick-up and Delivery148

Problem with Time Windows which extends the PDPTW with recharging stations.149

2.5. Adaptive Large Neighborhood Search150

ALNS, first introduced by Ropke and Pisinger (2006), is a heuristic algorithm consisting of151

competing sub-heuristics whose selection frequencies are adjusted based on their historical perfor-152

mance. ALNS has been widely used and proven effective for solving the general VRP. Ropke and153

Pisinger (2006) applied ALNS to the PDPTW and improved the best known solution in benchmark154

instances. Li et al. (2016) designed an ALNS algorithm for the SARP proposed in Li et al. (2014)155

and proved its effectiveness in instances generated from real taxi trails and benchmark instances156

of DARP. Hiermann et al. (2016) solved the E-FSMFTW utilizing branch-and-price as well as an157

Adaptive Large Neighborhood Search with an embedded local search and labeling procedure for158

intensification. The effectiveness of their proposed algorithms is evidenced by a newly created159

set of benchmark instances for the E-FSMFTW and the existing single vehicle type benchmark160

using an exact method. Keskin and Çatay (2016) proposed an innovative ALNS for the EVRP-PR,161

which introduces new removal and insertion mechanisms of recharging stations. The computational162

results of benchmark instances showed that their proposed method is effective and of high quality.163

3. Methodology164

3.1. Model Description165

In this study, we consider a mixed fleet including MVs and several types of SVs, in which the166

load modules of MVs can be switched at dedicated change stations to transport any item type167

served by the SVs. The entire vehicle fleet is assumed to be electric. Each vehicle can be either168

partially or fully recharged at recharging stations. Each capacity-limited vehicle starts from one of169

the depots and returns to the depot where it originated. Requests, which contain several types of170
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items with pick-up locations, delivery locations, and time-windows, are served by the mixed fleet.171

As illustration, Figure 3 displays one route by a vehicle. The vehicle serves two passenger requests172

and recharges the battery at the recharging station. After visiting a change station, it serves one173

freight request and returns to the same depot where it originated.174
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Figure 3: An example of a vehicle route

We aim to find the best vehicle configuration of the mixed fleet and routes of these vehicles175

in the network composed of customer points (pick-up and delivery points), recharging stations,176

change stations, and depots to achieve an overall minimum cost including the fixed cost of vehicles,177

the variable cost of the total travel distance, and the change cost at change stations. The problem178

can be regarded as a variant of the Pick-up and Delivery Problem with Time Windows (PDPTW)179

as defined in the literature review. We refer to it as the Multi-depot Pick-up and Delivery Problem180

with Time Windows, Partial-Recharging Strategies, Fleet Sizing and Mixed fleet of Single-purpose181

Vehicles and Multi-purpose Vehicles.182

3.2. Mathematical Problem Formulation183

In this section, we present the mathematical model of the proposed problem. The nomenclature184

and parameters are displayed in Table 1. In this model, all points except depots can be visited185

only once. Thus, multiple duplicates of change stations and recharging stations are added to the186

network to allow multiple visits to a station. Each duplicate can be visited once and the number of187

duplicates is large enough to cover the maximum number of possible visits at a change or recharging188

station. To distinguish the arrival time, load, and electricity when a vehicle starts and ends at189

a depot, we add one copy of depots as the end depots differed from the start depots. Given nd190

depots, depot vertices {1, . . . , nd} denote the start depots and depot vertices {nd + 1, . . . , 2 ∗ nd}191

denote the end depots. MVs must empty their loads before entering a change station.192
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Table 1: Sets of Points, Parameters, and Decision Variables

K Vehicle types (i.e., transported item types)
Ck Customer points for item type k
C Customer points for all item types, C = ∪Ck

R Requests, in which a request has r a pick-up point r+ and a delivery point r−

C+
k Pick-up points for item type k

D Depots where vehicles start
D′ Depots where vehicles end
F ′ Duplicated change stations
S′ Duplicated recharging stations
N Customer and change points with start depots, N = C ∪D ∪ F ′ ∪ S′

N ′ Customer and change points with end depots, N ′ = C ∪D′ ∪ F ′ ∪ S′

N∗ All points in the network, N∗ = N ∩N ′

P Vehicle Classes, 1 for SVs, 0 for MVs

fk Fixed cost of the SV type k
f0 Fixed cost of the MV
αk Variable cost of the SV type k
α0 Variable cost of the MV
fc Change cost of the MVs at any change station
dij The distance/cost for traveling from i to j
[ei, li] Time range for i ∈ C ∪D ∪D′

si Service time for a customer point i.
τi Starting time of a point i when visited by a vehicle at arrival.
Ek Energy storage capacity for SVs of type k.
E0 Energy storage capacity for MVs.
gk Recharging time per energy unit for vehicle type k.
g0 Recharging time per energy unit for MVs.
ηk Energy consumption per unit distance for vehicle type k.
η0 Energy consumption per unit distance for MVs.
Qk Load capacity for SVs of type k.
Q0 Load capacity for MVs
qj Volume of the item at customer point j
Mt Upper bound of time.
My Upper bound of energy, My = max{Ek}
Mq Upper bound of load, Mq = max

{
Qk

}
.

xpijkd 1, if a vehicle of the class p, carrying items of type k, traveling along arc (i, j)
for i, j ∈ N∗, and originating from depot d. 0, otherwise

zrj 1, if a vehicle carries the item of request r when arriving at point j. 0, otherwise

yi Energy level when a vehicle arrives at point i
Yi Energy level when a vehicle leaves the recharging station i
ui Remaining capacity at point i when being visited

There are two classes of vehicles. One is MV and the other one is SV containing three vehicles193

types. The request of an item type can be handled by an SV or an MV of the corresponding vehicle194
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type. Although MVs can transport items of multiple types at different moments, the type of the195

MV is defined as the type of item it can carry at the particular moment.196

Let N∗ denote all points in the network and p denote the class of a vehicle (i.e., 0 for MV and 1197

for SV). We define the binary decision variable xpijkd as equal to 1 if a vehicle of the class p, carrying198

items of type k, traveling along arc (i, j) for i, j ∈ N∗, and originating from depot d. Otherwise,199

the variable is 0. Let R denote the request set for all types. We define the binary decision variable200

zrj for tracking the item of request r in the vehicle route. It equals 1 if a vehicle carries the item201

of request r when arriving at point j, and 0 otherwise. Given request r ∈ R , r+ ∈ C denotes its202

pick-up point and r− ∈ C denotes its delivery point.203

3.3. Objective Formulation204

The objective function (1) minimizes the overall costs including the fixed costs of vehicles and205

variable costs proportional to the distance traveled. The first and second terms denote the fixed206

costs of SVs and MVs, respectively. The fixed cost of vehicles contains the purchase cost and the207

labor cost (e.g. driver and packing if any) amortized to each trip. The third and fourth terms208

represent the variable costs brought by SVs and MVs, respectively. The variable cost contains209

the cost of energy consumption per distance unit. The fifth term represents change costs, which210

are proportional to the number of module changes. The meaning of its parameters is displayed in211

Table 1.212

min

∑
k∈K

fk
∑
d∈D

∑
i∈D

∑
j∈C∪S′

x1ijkd + f0
∑
k∈K

∑
d∈D

∑
i∈D

∑
j∈C∪S′

x0ijkd +
∑
k∈K

αk
∑
i∈N

∑
j∈N ′

∑
d∈D

dijx
1
ijkd

+ α0
∑
k∈K

∑
i∈N

∑
j∈N ′

∑
d∈D

dijx
0
ijkd + fc

∑
i∈F ′

∑
j∈N ′

∑
k∈K

∑
d∈D

x0ijkd

 (1)

3.4. Constraints213

The model characteristics are defined in this subsection. The constraints related to depots214

and the mixed fleet are based on the formulation proposed by Salhi et al. (2014), which considers215

multiple depots and a mixed fleet in a VRP. We extend the formulation by using the variables zcj216

tracking movements of items on vehicle routes and introduce features of MVs, change stations, and217

recharging stations.218 ∑
p∈P

∑
i∈N

∑
d∈D

xpijkd = 1 ∀k ∈ K,∀j ∈ C+
k (2)

219 ∑
p∈P

∑
i∈N

∑
d∈D

xpijkd = 0 ∀k ∈ K,∀j /∈ C+
k (3)

220 ∑
p∈P

∑
i∈N

∑
k∈K

∑
d∈D

xpijkd ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ S′ (4)

221 ∑
i∈N

∑
k∈K

∑
d∈D

x0ijkd ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ F ′ (5)

222 ∑
i∈N

∑
k∈K

∑
d∈D

x1ijkd = 0 ∀j ∈ F ′ (6)
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223 ∑
i∈N ′

∑
k∈K

∑
d∈D

x1jikd = 0 ∀j ∈ F ′ (7)

224 ∑
i∈D

∑
k∈K

∑
d∈D

x0ijkd = 0 ∀j ∈ F ′ (8)

225 ∑
i∈N

xpijkd =
∑
i∈N

xpjikd ∀p ∈ P,∀k ∈ K,∀j ∈ C ∪ S′,∀d ∈ D (9)

226 ∑
i∈N

∑
k∈K

x0ijkd =
∑
i∈N ′

∑
k∈K

x0jikd ∀j ∈ F ′,∀d ∈ D (10)

227 ∑
j′∈N ′

x0jj′kd −M
(
1− x0ijkd

)
≤ 0 ∀i ∈ N, ∀j ∈ F ′, ∀k ∈ K,∀d ∈ D (11)

228 ∑
p∈P

∑
k∈N

∑
d∈D

xpiikd = 0 ∀i ∈ N∗ (12)

229

xpd1ikd2 = 0 ∀p ∈ P,∀i ∈ C ∪ F ′ ∪ S′,∀k ∈ K,∀d1, d2 ∈ D, d1 ̸= d2 (13)
230

xpid1kd2 = 0 ∀p ∈ P,∀i ∈ C ∪ F ′ ∪ S′,∀k ∈ K,∀d1 ∈ D′,∀d2 ∈ D, d1 ̸= d2 + nd (14)
231 ∑

p∈P

∑
k∈K

∑
d∈D

xpijkd = 0 ∀i, j ∈ D (15)

232 ∑
p∈P

∑
k∈K

∑
d∈D

xpijkd = 0 ∀i, j ∈ D′ (16)

233 ∑
p∈P

∑
k∈K

∑
d∈D

xpijkd = 0 ∀i ∈ D,∀j ∈ D′ (17)

234 ∑
p∈P

∑
k∈K

∑
d∈D

xpijkd = 0 ∀i ∈ D′,∀j ∈ D (18)

235

xpijkd ∈ {0, 1} ∀p ∈ P,∀i ∈ N∗,∀j ∈ N∗,∀k ∈ K,∀d ∈ D (19)

Constraints (2) and (3) ensure that each pick-up point is served by a vehicle of corresponding236

type. Constraint (4) guarantees that each recharging station may be visited by all vehicles at237

most once. Constraints (5)-(7) enforce that module change stations can be visited exclusively238

by MVs. Constraint (8) ensures MVs cannot drive from a depot to a change station. The flow239

conservation for customer points and recharging stations is handled by Constraint (9). Constraint240

(10) ensures the conservation of flow for change stations. Constraint (11) guarantees that a vehicle241

which visits a change station, must change their vehicle type. M is a sufficiently large parameter242

for the conditional constraint. Constraint (12) avoids self-circles for all points. Constraints (13)243

and (14) ensure that vehicles return to the same depot where they depart. Constraints (15)-244

(18) prevent vehicles traveling from depots to depots directly. Constraint (19) defines the binary245

decision variable.246

The following set of constraints records the carrying status of requests.247 ∑
r∈R

zrj = 0 ∀j ∈ D ∪D′ ∪ F ′ (20)
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248 ∑
p∈P

∑
k∈K

∑
d∈D

xpijkd = 1→ zri = zrj ∀i ∈ N, ∀j ∈ N, ∀r ∈ R, i ̸= r+, i ̸= r−, i ̸= j (21)

249 ∑
p∈P

∑
k∈K

∑
d∈D

xp
r+jkd

= 1→ zrj = 1 ∀j ∈ N ′,∀r ∈ R, r+ ̸= j (22)

250 ∑
p∈P

∑
k∈K

∑
d∈D

xp
r−jkd

= 1→ zrj = 0 ∀j ∈ N ′,∀r ∈ R, r− ̸= j (23)

251

zrr− = 1 ∀r ∈ R (24)
252

zrj ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ N∗,∀r ∈ R (25)

Constraint (20) defines the initial situation for all start depots and guarantees that vehicles253

have emptied their loads before visiting end depots and change stations. Constraint (21) passes the254

carrying status of requests from i to j if they are not picked up or delivered at i. Constraint (22)255

ensures that vehicles collect items at pick-up points of requests. Constraint (23) guarantees that256

vehicles drop items at delivery points of requests. Constraint (24) ensures that the delivery point257

must be served after its corresponding pick-up point. Constraint (25) defines the binary decision258

variable.259

The last set of constraints records the arriving time, energy level, and load. To track the energy260

usage, the decision variable yi is defined as the energy level when a vehicle arrives at point i. The261

decision variable Yi is defined as the energy level when a vehicle leaves the recharging station i.262

The recharged amount of electricity is (Yi − yi), which follows the definition first introduced by263

Keskin and Çatay (2016). The decision variable τi records the time when a vehicle visits point i.264

In the proposed model, each type of SV and the MV has a different energy storage capacity,265

recharging time per energy unit, and energy consumption per unit distance. When expressing pa-266

rameters of vehicle types, we use the index of {1, . . . , K} representing SV types and 0 representing267

MVs. The decision variable uj describes the current remaining capacity at point j.268

ej ≤ τj ≤ lj ∀j ∈ C ∪D ∪D′ (26)
269

τi + (tij + si)x
p
ijkd −Mt

(
1− xpijkd

)
≤ τj ∀p ∈ P,∀i ∈ C,∀j ∈ N ′,∀k ∈ K,∀d ∈ D, i ̸= j (27)

270

τi + tijx
0
ijkd + tswap −Mt

(
1− x0ijkd

)
≤ τj ∀i ∈ F ′, ∀j ∈ N ′,∀k ∈ K,∀d ∈ D, i ̸= j (28)

271

τi + tijx
1
ijkd + gk (Yi − yi)−Mt

(
1− x1ijkd

)
≤ τj ∀i ∈ S′,∀j ∈ N ′,∀k ∈ K,∀d ∈ D, i ̸= j (29)

272

τi + tijx
0
ijkd + g0 (Yi − yi)−Mt

(
1− x0ijkd

)
≤ τj ∀i ∈ S′,∀j ∈ N ′,∀k ∈ K,∀d ∈ D, i ̸= j (30)

273

0 ≤ yj ≤ Yj ∀j ∈ S′ (31)
274

0 ≤ Yi ≤ E0 +My

(
1− x0ijkd

)
∀i ∈ S′, ∀j ∈ N ′, k ∈ K, d ∈ D, i ̸= j (32)

275

0 ≤ Yi ≤ Ek +My

(
1− x1ijkd

)
∀i ∈ S′,∀j ∈ N ′, k ∈ K, d ∈ D, i ̸= j (33)

276

0 ≤ yj ≤ yi −
(
η0dij

)
x0ijkd +My

(
1− x0ijkd

)
∀i ∈ C ∪ F ′, ∀j ∈ N ′, k ∈ K, d ∈ D, i ̸= j (34)

277

0 ≤ yj ≤ yi −
(
ηkdij

)
x1ijkd +My

(
1− x1ijkd

)
∀i ∈ C ∪ F ′, ∀j ∈ N ′, k ∈ K, d ∈ D, i ̸= j (35)

278

0 ≤ yj ≤ E0 −
(
η0dij

)
x0ijkd +My

(
1− x0ijkd

)
∀i ∈ D,∀j ∈ N ′, k ∈ K, d ∈ D, i ̸= j (36)
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279

0 ≤ yj ≤ Ek −
(
ηkdij

)
x1ijkd +My

(
1− x1ijkd

)
∀i ∈ D,∀j ∈ N ′, k ∈ K, d ∈ D, i ̸= j (37)

280

0 ≤ uj ≤ ui−qixpijkd+Mq

(
1− xpijkd

)
∀p ∈ P,∀k ∈ K,∀i ∈ C∪F ′∪S′,∀j ∈ N ′, d ∈ D, i ̸= j (38)

281

0 ≤ uj ≤ Q0 +Mq

(
1− x0ijkd

)
∀k ∈ K,∀i ∈ D,∀j ∈ N ′, d ∈ D, i ̸= j (39)

282

0 ≤ uj ≤ Qk +Mq

(
1− x1ijkd

)
∀k ∈ K,∀i ∈ D,∀j ∈ N ′, d ∈ D, i ̸= j (40)

Constraint (26) defines the time-windows of depots and customer points for all types. Con-283

straints (27) and (28) describe the time changes at customer points and change stations, respec-284

tively. Constraints (29) and (30) consider the time changes at recharging stations for MVs and SVs,285

respectively. Constraint (31) ensures that the energy level of a vehicle leaving a recharging station286

is higher than the energy level of the vehicle when arriving. Constraints (32) and (33) guarantee287

that the energy levels are no more than the maximum energy capacity of the corresponding vehicle288

types when leaving the recharging station. Constraints (34) and (35) describe the energy change at289

recharging stations for MVs and SVs, respectively. Constraints (36) and (37) describe the energy290

consumption from depots to other points for MVs and SVs, respectively. Constraint (38) describes291

the load changes at customer points, change stations, and recharging stations. Constraints (39)292

and (40) describe the load changes when leaving start depots for MVs and SVs, respectively.293

4. Adaptive Large Neighbourhood Search294

This section details the ALNS algorithm for the proposed problem. Section 4.1 gives an overview295

of the proposed algorithm. Section 4.2 defines the process to generate initial solutions. Section 4.3296

discusses the strategy for sequential sharing. Section 4.4 discusses the strategy for partial recharg-297

ing. Section 4.5 describes the evaluation of solutions. Sections 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 introduce the298

customer destroy operators (CD), customer repair operators (CR), station destroy operators (SD),299

and station repair operators (SR), respectively.300

4.1. Solution Generation301

In a first step an initial solution is created (see Section 4.2). Then, the algorithm iteratively302

destroys and repairs the current solution. For each iteration, if the new solution is not energy303

feasible (i.e., non-fulfillment of energy constraints), the station insertion algorithm Greed (see304

section 4.9) is applied to get an energy feasible solution.305

The new solution is accepted or rejected based on a simulated annealing (SA) approach: Let306

XNew and XCurrent be the new solution and the current solution, respectively. If f (XNew ) is307

less than f (XCurrent ), where f() is the objective function of the model plus load penalty El and308

time penalty Et (defined in Algorithm 2), the new solution is accepted as the current solution.309

Otherwise, the new solution may still be accepted with a probability of e−(f(XNew )−f(XCurrent ))/T .310

After each iteration, the temperature T is multiplied by the cooling rate α and the best solution311

will be updated if the new solution is best so far. The initial temperature guarantees that the first312

new solution worse than the current solution will be accepted with probability 0.5. If f (XNew )313

is less than f (XCurrent ) and if El and Et are zero, the new solution will be updated as the best314

solution. Infeasible solutions with better f() will be accepted, which increases the flexibility of315

ALNS.316
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The analysis function f() contains the objective of the model given the solution plus a load317

penalty El and a time penalty Et scaled by parameters βl and βt, respectively as shown in Algorithm318

2. El = 0 guarantees the fulfillment of load constraints. Et = 0 ensures the fulfillment of the time-319

windows. The new solution is always energy feasible according to Algorithm 1. Therefore, a penalty320

for electricity is not needed. The output f(), Et, and El are utilized in the SA approach.321

The pseudo-code of the proposed ALNS is displayed in Algorithm 1. The structure is based on322

the algorithm proposed by Keskin and Çatay (2016), which is proven useful for recharging stations323

in the vehicle routing problem. An iteration of operators for charging stations is followed after324

every NSO − 1 iterations of operators for destroying and repairing requests.325

Algorithm 1: ALNS

1 Generate an initial solution
2 j ← 1
3 while j ≤Maximum do
4 if j ≡ 0 (modNSO) then
5 Select SD operator and remove stations on the current solution
6 Select SR operator and repair solution to get a new solution

7 else
8 Select CD operator and remove customer on the current solution
9 Select CR operator and repair solution to get a new solution

10 Updating change stations of the new solution
11 if energy infeasible solution then
12 Perform the station insertion algorithm Greed on the new solution
13 end

14 end
15 Apply the sequential sharing strategy
16 Apply the partial recharging strategy
17 Algorithm 2: Assignment of Vehicles’ Class and Solution Evaluation
18 Using the SA criterion to accept/reject the new solution as current solution

and updating the best solution if it is feasible and best so far
19 T ← α ∗ T
20 if j ≡ 0 (modNc) then
21 reset scores and update weights of CD and CR operators
22 end
23 if j ≡ 0 (modNe) then
24 reset scores and update weigths of SD and SR operators
25 end
26 j ← j + 1

27 end

326

When choosing the destroy operator and repair operator during each iteration, we use a roulette327

wheel selection. This mechanism is proposed by Ropke and Pisinger (2006). As Algorithm 1 shows,328

iterations are divided into segments with the lengths of Nc and Ne for customers and recharging,329

respectively. The probability Pi of selecting an operator i during a segment s depends on its weight330

in the previous segment W s−1
l (i.e., P s

i = W s−1
i /

∑m
l=1W

s−1
l ). Specifically, the weight of operator331

i in segment s is W s
i = W s−1

i (1− rp) + rpπ
s−1
i /ϑs−1

i , where rp is the roulette wheel parameter,332
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ϑs−1
i represents the usage of the operator i during segment s− 1, and πs−1

i is the score of operator333

i during segment s− 1. For each iteration, the score of the chosen operator πs
i is increased by σ1,334

σ2, or σ3 which are scores if the iteration generates a solution best so far, improves the current335

solution, or accepts a worse solution according to the SA criterion.336

After each customer/recharging segment, the scores and weights of the customer/recharging337

operators are reset. In the reset of segment s, if operator i is not selected within the segment (i.e.,338

πs
i = 0), the weight of this operator in the next segment s+1 will be W s+1

i = W s
i (1− rp)+rpσ3/3.339

The small value σ3/3 guarantees that W s
i does not approach zero so that every operator can be340

selected even if they have bad performance for a period.341

4.2. Initial Solution342

In the generation of the initial solution, requests are handled according to their type. Out of343

all requests from the same type, one request is randomly selected as the base request to generate344

a vehicle. The start depot is chosen so that f() increases the least for this vehicle carrying only345

the base request. Assign the request randomly to an MV or SV. Then, the remaining requests346

will be inserted into the best position while considering the feasibility of time and load. Requests347

with earlier possible visiting time have priorities in the insertion order. If it is impossible to insert348

any remaining request into this vehicle, a new vehicle is generated based on one request randomly349

chosen from the remaining requests. The request insertion and vehicle generation processes are350

repeated until all remaining requests of this type are inserted. The process is then for all types.351

Finally, the station insertion algorithm (see Section 4.9) is performed to make the initial solution352

feasible in energy constraints.353

4.3. Strategy for Sequential Sharing354

Sequential sharing does not allow vehicles to carry different types of items simultaneously. New355

change stations may be in need when inserting a request into a vehicle with at least one different356

type of request. Conversely, existing change stations may be removed when deleting a request357

whose neighboring points on both sides belong to the same type. After applying destroy and358

repair operators, the proposed algorithm checks every two successive customer points. Then, if the359

two customer points on both sides are not of the same type, the change station adding the lowest360

distance increment is inserted. If the two customer points are of the same type, the change station361

is removed from the solution.362

However, the insertion of new change stations into a vehicle route is done after the destroy363

and repair operators have been applied. Since the insertion of a change station adds additional364

travel distance to the route, which is initially not considered when applying the destroy and repair365

operators. The distance matrix equivalent as the direct distance plus the possible additional travel366

distance (see Equation (41)) is used in order to integrate the additional travel distance into the367

route, hence correctly updating the cost values.368

d′ij =

{
minf∈F ′ [dif + dfj + fc] ∀i ∈ Ck1 , ∀j ∈ Ck2 , k1 ̸= k2

dij Otherwise
(41)

In Equation (41), if two points are not of the same type, their equivalent distance is the distance369

with them as the endpoints to pass the nearest change station. Otherwise, their equivalent distance370

is the same as the direct distance.371
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4.4. Partial Recharging Strategy372

Keskin and Çatay (2016) showed that: “If an optimal solution exists such that an EV leaves the373

depot with its battery partially charged, then the same EV departing from the depot fully charged374

is also optimal. Since fully recharging the battery at the depot does not delay the departure time375

of the EV.” Therefore, vehicles start with a fully recharged battery in our proposed algorithm.376

We propose a simple and optimal partial recharging strategy that avoids any time-window377

violations. Since the recharging time increases with the energy that is recharged, after obtaining378

an energy feasible solution, our proposed algorithm sets the recharged amount of energy at each379

station to a minimum value which ensures the EV arrives at the next station/depot with an empty380

battery.381

4.5. Assignment of Vehicles’ Class and Solution Evaluation382

In the proposed problem, there are K kinds of SVs and one kind of MVs. Deciding the pur-383

pose of a vehicle is important since each kind of vehicle has a different capacity, maximum energy384

capacity, recharging speed, and energy-consuming speed. In Algorithm 2, the objective function is385

computed and the purpose of vehicles is changed based on the evaluation result.386

387

Algorithm 2: Assignment of Vehicles’ Class and Solution Evaluation

1 Input new solution X
2 Output f(s), Et and Et

3 foreach vehicle in the solution do
4 if requests of different types in the vehicle then
5 Assign the vehicle as a MV
6 else
7 calculate the objective value Obj0 contributed by the vehicle if it is multi-purpose
8 calculate the objective value Obj1 contributed by the vehicle if it is single-purpose
9 Assign the vehicle with the class p of lower Objp

10 end
11 If the arriving time of point i: τi is earlier than its time-window, the vehicle will wait
12 If the vehicle load at point i is beyond its load capacity, record the excess load as vi
13 end
14 Calculate the load penalty El =

∑
i∈N∗ vi

15 Calculate the time penalty Et =
∑

i∈C∪D∪D′ max(τi − li, 0)
16 Sum up the objective value contributed by each vehicle as Objective
17 f(s)← Objective+ βl ∗ El + βt ∗ Et

388

4.6. Customer Destroy Operators389

The customer destroy operators delete or move customer requests.390

• Random Location: In the current solution, select a number γc of points including cus-391

tomer points, change stations, and recharging stations. Then, remove requests containing392

the selected customer points.393

• Path: Inspired by Demir et al. (2012), a request is selected randomly. Then, stations and394

requests with at least one point within the sequence between the pick-up point and the395

delivery point of the pre-selected request, are removed.396
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• Worst Distance: Inspired by Keskin and Çatay (2016), the request with the ⌈|R|µκ⌉th397

largest distance increment, calculated as the total distance of the vehicle minus the total398

distance after the removal, is removed. Here, |R| means the total number of requests, µ is a399

random number from 0 to 1, and κ is a parameter influencing the randomness.400

• Shaw: Inspired by Ropke and Pisinger (2006), the idea of this operator is to remove similar401

requests. For two requests r1, r2 ∈ R, the similarity is defined as:402

R(r1, r2) =
1

dr+1 r+2
+ dr−1 r−2

+ λ
(∣∣∣τr+1 − τr+2

∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣τr−1 − τr−2

∣∣∣) (42)

τi is the arriving time at the point i. Equation (42) considers the differences of distances and403

arriving time between the two pick-up points and the two delivery points. The two requests404

with minimum similarity are removed.405

• Random Vehicle: A random vehicle is selected and deleted.406

• Pair: Two requests are selected and removed. The information of their original vehicles (i.e.,407

the vehicle from which each request is removed) is swapped between those vehicles.408

• Cross-Swap: Two vehicles are randomly selected. All points with empty loads, when being409

visited, are recorded. For each vehicle, the route is broken into two parts based on one410

random point of them. The back half of each vehicle route is connected to the front half of411

the other vehicle route. Finally, a time feasibility check is conducted from the breaking point412

to the end depots for the two vehicles, which deletes the requests containing infeasible points413

until all remaining requests are time feasible.414

• Swap: Two requests are randomly selected, and their pick-up points and delivery points are415

swapped. Therefore, no requests are deleted.416

4.7. Customer Repair Operators417

The customer repair operators insert requests deleted in destroy operators. The best position418

for inserting a request i is defined as the position leading to the lowest distance increment compared419

to the ones brought by other positions. The distance increment brought by the insertion of request420

i is defined as:421

∆di =


dprev(i+),i+ + di+,next(i+) − dprev(i+),next(i+) + dprev(i−),i− + di−,next(i−) − dprev(i−),next(i−)

i+ and i−are adjacent
dprev(i+),i+ + di+,i− + di−,next(i−) − dprev(i+),next(i−) Otherwise

(43)
where prev() and next() mean the previous point and the next point, respectively.422

• Original Vehicle: The insertion order of requests is first randomly shuffled. Then, each423

request is inserted into its original vehicle where it is removed at the best position. If the424

request’s original vehicle does not exist after destroy operators, it will be inserted into a425

random vehicle.426
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• Inter Vehicle: The process is similar to the first repair operator. The only difference is that427

the insertion considers all positions among all vehicles.428

• New Vehicle: The operator generates vehicles and inserts requests following the same429

method in the generation of the initial solution.430

• Random Insertion: Randomly disrupt the order in which vehicles are inserted. Requests431

are sorted by their earliest possible visiting time for insertion. Then, each request in the list432

is inserted by order into the best position within the vehicle while considering the time and433

load feasibility. If all remaining requests cannot be inserted into the vehicle, the next vehicle434

will be considered. If there are still remaining requests and all vehicles have been considered,435

operator New Vehicle will be executed for these requests.436

4.8. Station Destroy Operators437

The station destroy operators are used to eliminate or move recharging stations in the solution,438

which may improve the overall performance by removing inefficient ones or adjusting their posi-439

tions. Four operators are implemented. A fixed number γs of recharging stations are selected for440

destroying operators, except for the Inefficient Visit operator.441

• Worst Usage: Following the operator proposed by Keskin and Çatay (2016), this operator442

aims to make use of the battery as much as possible. Thus, recharging stations are sorted443

by the energy levels when they are visited. Remove γs recharging stations with the highest444

energy level.445

• Inefficient Visit: We propose a new destroy operator for recharging stations. To be446

recharged, vehicles need to visit recharging stations, which increases the total travel dis-447

tance. Thus, avoiding a large increment with a short recharging stop is reasonable. The448

proposed operator sorts the recharging stations by the ratio of the recharged amount to dis-449

tance increment by station and counts the number of stations with zero recharging amount450

as γ0. Then, the first max(γ0, γs) stations are removed .451

• Random Station: γs recharging stations are removed randomly in order to diversify the452

solution.453

• Random walk: Select γs recharging stations and move them one position forward or back-454

ward in their vehicles’ routes.455

4.9. Station Repair Operators456

The station repair operators are utilized to make the solution electric-feasible by inserting457

recharging stations. There are three operators implemented and all of them are based on Keskin458

and Çatay (2016).459

• Greed: This operator checks the route from the start depot. Once a point is visited with460

a negative battery state, insert a recharging station into the arc between this point and its461

previous point, which brings the least distance increment. If the insertion at this arc is not462

feasible, consider the previous arc.463
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• Comparison: This operator checks the first point visited with a negative battery state and464

looks at arcs before this point. If the nearest feasible arc for insertion has an infeasible465

previous arc or a feasible previous arc for insertion of more distance increments, insert a466

recharging station with the least distance increment into the arc. Otherwise, consider the467

previous arc the same way.468

• Best Arc: Once a point is visited with a negative battery state, consider all arcs between469

the point and the previous station or depot. Calculate the least distance increment brought470

by the insertions of a recharging station at all feasible arcs. Insert the station at the arc471

generating the shortest distance increment.472

To avoid the special case that there is no feasible arc between the last station/depot to the473

point visited with a negative battery state, we assume a relatively large amount of vehicle energy474

capacity in the experiments.475

5. Numerical Experiments and Analysis476

In order to validate our proposed ALNS algorithm, 15 small instances are solved using ALNS477

and the solver Gurobi 7.5.2. The results of both methods for each instance are presented. The478

problems are solved using a 8-core i7-8700 CPU of 3.20GHz computer. In addition to the numerical479

results, we record and analyze the selection probabilities of operators and the objective values of480

one optimization run. Finally, 15 large-size cases are tested to compare the results by pure SV,481

pure MV, or mixed fleets.482

5.1. Parameter Tuning483

Inspired by the tuning approach of Ropke and Pisinger (2006), Demir et al. (2012) and Keskin484

and Çatay (2016) for testing each setting of a parameter, the proposed ALNS is executed 20485

times for only 1500 iterations. Then, the average objective value of 20 trials is recorded. Finally,486

the setting with the best average objective value is chosen as the parameter for the numerical487

experiments in the remainder of this paper. Only one parameter is varied at a time, while keeping488

the others as default values if they are not tuned or tuned values otherwise. We tuned parameters489

according to the order in Table 2. An artificial instance of nine requests with three types is used490

in tuning. Table 2 displays the details of the parameter tuning results. We set a high cooling rate491

α of 0.995 to make the first 1500 iterations converge fast while manually tunning the cooling rate492

as 0.9995 for experiments to make the program result in a good performance after iterations.493
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Table 2: Results of Parameter Tuning (Obj ∗104)

Default Tested

βt Penalty for the time infeasibility
6 1 5 5.5 6.5 7 8 10 20

Obj 2.2409 2.4174 2.3952 2.2219 2.2135 2.2385 2.1954 2.3365 2.3624
βl Penalty for the load infeasibility

100 10 50 80 90 120 150 200 300
Obj 2.227 2.2177 2.2045 2.1952 2.2163 2.2306 2.223 2.2115 2.1994
Nso Period to destroy and repair recharging stations

10 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11
Obj 2.2086 2.3617 2.2222 2.2526 2.2015 2.2357 2.1923 2.1951 2.1998
Nc Length of customer segment for resetting scores

25 10 20 22 27 30 32 35 40
Obj 2.2433 2.301 2.1922 2.2064 2.1883 2.1873 2.2081 2.2245 2.2042
Ne Length of station segment for resetting scores

200 100 150 175 190 210 220 250 300
Obj 2.191 2.2397 2.2086 2.2095 2.2522 2.2171 2.1755 2.1806 2.1977
rp Roulette wheel parameter

0.25 0.15 0.2 0.3
Obj 2.1851 2.2672 2.1816 2.1911
κ Randomness in the Worst Distance

5 2 3 4 6 7 8
Obj 2.1980 2.1818 2.2768 2.1800 2.1823 2.2451 2.2062
λ Parameter for time differences in the Shaw Removal

2 0.1 1 1.25 1.5 2.5 5 10 100
Obj 2.2048 2.2838 2.1974 2.1957 2.1790 2.1892 2.2112 2.2016 2.2484
γc Proportion for deleting customers in destroy operators

0.2 0.1 0.125 0.15 0.175 0.225 0.25 0.3
Obj 2.1938 2.23 2.205 2.2424 2.1976 2.2435 2.2306 2.2374
γs Proportion for deleting stations in destroy operators

0.2 0.1 0.15 0.25
Obj 2.2018 2.1977 2.1939 2.2134
σ1,2,3 Scores in the Simulated Annealing

15,10,5 15,5,10 15,10,13 15,10,8
Obj 2.1807 2.2103 2.2354 2.1934

5.2. Small-size Instances494

We have created 15 instances manually. Table 3 displays general information about the number495

of requests, the number of recharging stations, depots, and change stations for each instance. As for496

the request vector, the number in position i of the vector represents how many requests there are for497

each type i. The instances have different numbers of recharging stations, change stations, depots,498

requests, and request types to ensure the instances represent a varied set of possible scenarios. The499

fixed cost of SVs and the MV are randomly chosen from the range [2000,4000], which enables our500

program to trade off between shorten routes and fewer vehicles. The fixed cost of MV can either501
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be higher than all, some, or none of the modeled SV types. The positions, time-windows, loads502

of customer points, and capacity of vehicles are also varied from instance to instance to increase503

their diversity.504

Each instance is solved by the proposed ALNS algorithm five times and the MIP solver one505

time. The maximum number of iteration of ALNS is set to 10000 in case 1-13, 15000 in case506

14, 20000 in case 15. In Table 3, nS , nD, nF are the numbers of recharging stations, depots, and507

change stations, respectively. Avg. tl means the time to find the best solution. Avg. ta means508

the time to finish all iterations. te denotes the time obtaining the optimal solution by the exact509

algorithm. Avg.Dev denotes the average percentage of the result obtained by the ALNS algorithm510

that deviates from the optimal solution obtained by the MIP solver. Optimum records how many511

times the ALNS reaches the optimal solution within 5 trials.512

Table 3: Results for small instances

Instance Requests [nS , nD, nF ] Avg. tl(s) Avg. ta(s) te(s) Avg. Dev Optimum

1 [3,1] [2,1,1] 0.316807 2.112883 105.22 0.00% 5
2 [3,1] [2,1,1] 0.194065 2.003296 269.6 0.00% 5
3 [3,1] [1,2,1] 0.32263 1.768072 5.16 0.00% 5
4 [3,2] [1,2,1] 0.178373 2.017891 30.42 0.00% 5
5 [3,2] [1,1,2] 0.513943 1.901372 4.09 0.00% 5
6 [3,1] [2,2,1] 0.254505 2.347111 2787.43 0.00% 5
7 [3,1] [3,1,1] 0.517603 2.162484 2887.55 0.71% 3
8 [2,2] [1,2,1] 0.104138 1.809524 2.94 0.00% 5
9 [3,3] [1,1,2] 0.572434 2.186973 21.37 0.00% 5
10 [3,1] [1,3,1] 0.968397 1.630676 180.1 0.57% 0
11 [3,2] [1,2,2] 0.708596 1.73811 341.12 0.00% 5
12 [2,2,2] [1,2,1] 0.54916 1.61134 19.06 0.00% 5
13 [2,1,3] [1,2,2] 0.65906 1.597949 267.50 0.00% 5

14 [2,2,3] [1,2,2] 1.49654 2.4407 7200+* 0.01% 4
15 [2,2,3] [1,2,2] 2.15838 3.102671 2481.43 0.34% 2

* The objective bounds limit was not reached within 2h. The objective value reported is the
last value computed by the MIP solver.

As Table 3 shows, the Avg. tl of cases 1-13 is less than 1 second, which indicates that the513

proposed algorithm can reach a good solution fast. The Avg. ta of cases 1-15 except the last case514

is less than 2.5 seconds, which suggests that the proposed ALNS normally has stable and fast515

computation time under the same stopping conditions. Comparing the Avg. tl and the Avg. ta516

with the te for all cases, hence we could show that the proposed ALNS is efficient to solve the517

problems.518

At the same time, there is at most a 0.71% average deviation for all the 15 cases. The ALNS519

reaches the optimum solution for all 5 trials in 11 out of 15 cases. Although the ALNS is stuck520

in a locally optimal solution in case 10, the deviation is small. Therefore, the quality of solutions521

generated by the ALNS is high.522
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5.3. Operator Analysis523

To analyze the operators implemented in this study, we run the proposed algorithm on instance524

L90-3 (see detailed instance description in 5.4). As mentioned in Section 4, iterations are divided525

into fixed-length segments and the probability for choosing one operator at one segment depends on526

its performance on the previous segment. Figures 4 and 5 display the objective curves and selection527

probabilities at all segments for customer and station operators, respectively. Components of the528

stacked bar at a segment represent probabilities of operators at this segment.529

(a) Customer Destroy Operators

(b) Customer Repair Operators

Figure 4: The probabilities of customer operators at each segment

Looking at the customer destroy operators in Figure 4(a), before the objective starts to decrease,530

the probabilities of the operators Cross-swap and Random Vehicle increase, while the probabilities531

of operators Swap, Pair, and Shaw decrease. At the same time, the operators Worst Distance and532

Path keep their probabilities. The probability of the operator Random Location increases first,533

then decreases, and later increases again. With the decrease in objective value, the probabilities534

of the operators Worst Distance, Path, and Cross-Swap dominate while the probability of the535

operator Random Vehicle continuously decreases. Additionally, the operators Location Random,536

Shaw, Pair, Swap remain at low probabilities throughout the entire optimization, indicating poor537

optimization performance.538

Considering the customer repair operators in Figure 4(b), Original Vehicle and Inter Vehicle539

have low probabilities throughout the entire optimization, indicating poor possibilities to improve540

the objective value. Before the drop of the objective, the algorithm tries to generate lots of541

new vehicles proven by the increasing probability of the operator New Vehicle while the operator542

Random Insertion keeps a high probability at the same time. After the objective value reduces,543

the operatorNew Vehicle dominates and fewer new vehicles are generated.544
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Figure 5: The probabilities of station operators at each segment

Before the decrease of the objective in Figure 5(a), the probability of the station destroy545

operator Random Walk continuously decreases while the other three operators share approximately546

equal probabilities. After the objective starts to decline, the operator Inefficient Visit dominates547

while the other three operators fluctuate at relatively lower probabilities. Towards the end of the548

optimization, all four operators share roughly equal probabilities.549

In Figure 5(b), the three implemented station repair operators have approximately equal proba-550

bilities before the objective starts to decrease. After which, the operators oscillate for the majority551

of the optimization until returning to an equal share.552

In ALNS, we apply both conventional operators and problem-specific operators. Among the553

conventional operators, Worst Distance and Path are chosen frequently during the optimization,554

suggesting superior performance. The problem-specific operators Cross-Swap, Random Insertion,555

and Inefficient Visit show good performance, while Pair performs worst according to the reported556

selection probabilities.557
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5.4. Large-size Cases558

To evaluate the effectiveness of consolidated urban transport by MVs given requests with uneven559

time distribution, we create three base instances. For requests of each type in all base instances,560

their time windows are concentrated in specific time periods during the day to simulate demands561

of different types, which are unevenly distributed in time. These three base instances have a total562

number of requests of 30, 50, and 90 each. The total number of requests is divided into three item563

types. Base instance L30 has 9, 14, and 7 requests, respectively for three item types while base564

instance L50 has 17, 16, and 17 requests, respectively. Base instance L90 contains 30 requests for565

each type. Three base instances have the same distribution of time windows as shown in Table 4566

Table 4: Time window settings of base instances (Pick-up→Delivery, hour)

Type 1 Type 2 Type 3

[0,10]→[1,12]
half requests: [5,14]→[6,15]
half requests: [12,24]→[12,24]

[6,18]→[6,18]

In Table 4, the left side of an arrow denotes a time window of the pick-up points. The right567

side of an arrow denotes a time window of the delivery points. The time windows for Type 1 are568

concentrated around the first half of a day. Time windows for Type 2 have two kinds representing569

morning and evening peaks of passengers. The time window for Type 3 covers the whole daytime.570

Requests of different types need to be served in different periods (i.e., unevenly distributed time571

windows for different demand types).572

To study the performance of pure SVs, pure MVs, and the mixed vehicle fleet, the proposed573

program can be slightly modified to obtain solutions for pure MVs and pure SVs besides the mixed574

vehicle fleet.To consider pure SV fleets, a large enough value may be assigned as the fixed cost of575

MVs so that no MV will be utilized. For pure MV fleets, all vehicles may be assigned as MVs in576

Algorithm 2.577

At the same time, the MV’s fixed cost f0 is an important factor for decision-makers to consider578

the fleet configuration. For simplicity, we assume that all SV types have the same fixed cost579

f∗ = 2000. Further we create two different situations for MVs based on their fixed costs. One580

situation assumes that MVs have equal fixed cost f∗ as SVs and the other situation assumes that581

MVs have slightly higher fixed cost of 1.2f∗ = 2400. To control other factors, all SVs and MVs582

have the same parameters of recharging performance, energy capacity, and volume capacity.583

As Table 5 and Figure 6 show, the three base instances are computed with different vehicle fleet584

characteristics and MVs cost structures. Each instance is computed 3 times using 50,000 iterations585

and the solution with the overall best objective is displayed. The program uses the same parameter586

settings as shown in Table 2 except larger Nc of 80, which extends the length of resetting customer587

operator scores to accommodate longer maximum iteration and more requests. We record the total588

travel distance, objective value, and vehicle configuration for each instance.589
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Table 5: Results of large-scale instances

Instance Fleet f0 Distance Objective

Value Percentage Value Percentage

L30-1 SV Inf 11498.47 100.00% 27498.47 100.00%
L30-2 MV f∗ 11405.70 99.19% 23705.70 86.21%
L30-3 Mixed f∗ 11247.01 97.81% 23547.01 85.63%
L30-4 MV 1.2f∗ 11247.01 97.81% 25947.01 94.36%
L30-5 Mixed 1.2f∗ 11070.83 96.28% 24070.83 87.54%

L50-1 SV Inf 21975.75 100.00% 51975.75 100.00%
L50-2 MV f∗ 21640.93 98.48% 47840.93 92.04%
L50-3 Mixed f∗ 21606.89 98.32% 47906.89 92.17%
L50-4 MV 1.2f∗ 22985.32 104.59% 52285.32 100.60%
L50-5 Mixed 1.2f∗ 21872.38 99.53% 48872.38 94.03%

L90-1 SV Inf 41421.75 100.00% 95421.75 100.00%
L90-2 MV f∗ 42029.33 101.47% 90629.33 94.98%
L90-3 Mixed f∗ 41057.86 99.12% 89557.86 93.85%
L90-4 MV 1.2f∗ 42169.33 101.80% 100669.33 105.50%
L90-5 Mixed 1.2f∗ 42598.40 102.84% 93598.40 98.09%
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In instances with the same fixed cost structure (i.e., L30-1 to L30-3, L50-1 to L50-3, and L90-1590

to L90-3), MVs and mixed vehicle fleets can improve the objective value by 5-15%, compared to591

SVs. At the same time, fewer vehicles are utilized in pure MV and mixed vehicle fleet solutions.592

The introduction of MVs (i.e.,, both mixed fleet and pure MVs) imply fewer vehicles and lower593

objective if the same fixed costs are assumed.594

In instances L30-4 to L30-5, L50-4 to L50-5, and L90-4 to L90-5, the improvement of the595

objective value in L30-4 is much smaller than in L30-2, L30-3, and L30-5. The pure MV fleet has596

lower objective value than the SV fleet in L50 and L90. However, the mixed vehicle fleet can still597

improve the objective value compared to the SV fleet when the MV has a slightly higher fixed598

cost than SVs. This is surprising but a potential explanation for the increased objective values for599

large-scale instances with pure MV fleets and increased fixed costs (i.e., L50-4 and L90-4) can be600

the underlying demand patter. The more customer requests are present in a certain area the more601

evenly distributed the requests are within that area. Hence, the demand pattern is less clustered602

and sparse than of less requests are served in a certain area. Since the operational benefit of MVs603

mainly stems from the efficient consolidation of unevenly distributed demand in time and/or space,604

the higher demand density potentially neutralizes this operational advantage of MVs. However the605

total number of vehicles for both, mixed and MV fleets, can be reduced compared to SVs.606

As for the total travel distance, there are no significant trends regarding the number of requests,607

fleet characteristics, and MVs cost structures given the results. As a potential explanation, fewer608

vehicles require more travel distance although MVc enable more flexible routes. Therefore, fewer or609

more total distance depends on the adversarial relationship between more flexible routes and fewer610

vehicles. However, compared with pure SVs (i.e., L30-1, L50-1, and L90-1), the total distances of611

other instances have not changed more than 5%.612

In the analyzed instances it can be seen that MV and mixed vehicle fleets utilize fewer vehicles613

to serve the requests. This is true for scenarios with an equal or a higher fixed cost for MVs than for614

SVs. The introduction of MVs (i.e., both mixed fleet and pure MVs) brings similar improvements615

in terms of the objective value and fleet size in MV, if MVs have the equivalent fixed cost as SVs.616

However, when increasing the fixed costs of MV by 20% compared to SV costs, the objective value617

decreases. However, the mixed vehicle fleet can still improve the objective value in such a situation.618

At the same time, MVs do not change the total distance significantly. Namely, the MVs improve619

the objective mainly by fewer vehicles.620

6. Conclusion and Future Work621

This study investigates MVs in the Pick-up and Delivery Problem with features of multiple de-622

pots, mixed-fleet, and partial recharging strategies. The mathematical formulations of the problem623

and an efficient ALNS algorithm are proposed. Additionally, we propose new heuristic operators624

and strategies in order to accommodate the problem-specific characteristics induced by change625

stations and partial recharging.626

In several numerical experiments, we show that the proposed ALNS can find solutions for small-627

scale cases with high qualities in an efficient time. We display probabilities’ variation of proposed628

operators over entire iterations in one run and analyze it combining the objective curve. Through629

large-scale instances, the mixed fleet can reduce the total cost compared to SVs in scenarios where630

MVs have the same or higher fixed cost compared to SVs. MVs can lead to smaller fleet sizes of631

pure MVs or mixed fleets but have little positive or negative influence on the total travel distance.632

The improvement of the objective brought by MVs mainly derives from fewer vehicles.633
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Solution algorithms to the problem are not limited to our proposed ALNS. Some of the most634

representative computational intelligence algorithms are promising, such as ant colony optimization635

(Dorigo et al., 1996; Yu and Yang, 2011), artificial bee colony algorithm (Karaboga, 2005; Karaboga636

and Basturk, 2008), monarch butterfly optimization (Wang et al., 2015; Feng et al., 2021), and637

harris hawks optimization (Heidari et al., 2019).638

The MV is a promising direction for a more efficient urban transport system by enabling fewer639

fleet size while approximately keeping the total travel distance. When transitioning from the640

current fleet of SVs to a fleet of MVs, there will be a long period that SVs and MVs coexist. At641

the same time, SVs may have comparative advantages in some aspects. For example, some SVs642

are efficient in transporting items of a certain type. Therefore, the coexistence of SVs and MVs643

is still possible from a long-term perspective. The proposed model can help decision-makers in644

the transition phase and/or the coexistence of SVs and MVs. The mixed vehicle fleet analysis has645

shown that the transition towards MV is beneficial since the coexistence of SVs and MVs brings a646

reduction of the objective value and fleet size. Hence, the transportation system could be improved647

already in the transition phase. Pure MVs may also be the future trend if they have an even lower648

fixed cost compared to SVs.649

To increase the practical applicability and generality of the model, a future research direction650

is to further investigate extra large-scale situations using real demand data sets. Another future651

research direction is the addition of dynamic demand considerations to the proposed problem so652

that decision-makers can accept or delete requests dynamically.653

As for the aspect of MVs, different options of MV operations can be considered in future654

studies. Namely, there may be MVs with heterogeneous capacities, speed, or other vehicle-related655

parameters. Besides, MVs do not have to be able to transport items of all types. For example,656

some MVs may only be switched between passengers and freight, while some vehicles may only be657

switched between freights and recycling. Flexible changes between two types may be more feasible658

in a shorter time period and may already lead to benefits.659
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